Hospital Beds

Intensive Care Bed

Item Code: SHF-001

Intensive Care Bed Hi-Low with handset

We are one of the leading manufacturer of intensive care bed which are provided under the following specifications:

- Size : 202 x Width: 90 cms Adjustable Height 55 to 75 cms
- Base & Frame made up of ERW Steel Tubes mounted on four Castors of 12.5 cms Dia (two with Brakes)
- Four section steel Sheet Top uniformly Perforated
- Four Separated imported Actuators for Maneuvering Backrest Knee rest, Trendlenberg- Trend Hi- Low Positions
- Ends of Head Leg of SS Tubular Assembled to Laminated Panels
- Collapsible & Removable Type Steel Railing to Full Length with EPC Frame
- Four Rubber Buffers provided to prevent damage to wall
- Telescopic SS Saline Rod with Hooks
- Pre-Treated and Epoxy Powder Coated.

Recovery Bed

Item Code: SHF-003

We offer a wide range of recovery bed which are used in hospitals and clinics. These recovery beds are offered under the following specifications:

- Size: 198 x W:90 x H:60 cms
- Base and frame made of Strong ERW Steel Tube & Channels mounted on Four Castors of 12.5 cms Dia (Two with Brakes)
- Trendlenberg R-Trend Backrest and Kneerest Function Smoothly as Four Section Press Bent Steel top fitted to the main frame on Elevated deck
- Head and Leg Boes of Stainless Steel Tubular Assembled to Laminated Panels
- Swing Way/Sliding type Railings for safety of Patients Stainless Steels Saline Rod for Locations Four Rubber Buffers provided to Prevent Damage to Wall
- Pre –Treated and Epoxy Powder Coated
**Intensive Care Bed**

**Item Code:** SHF-060

**Intensive Care Bed Hi-Low Improvised Design**

The intensive care bed that we offer comes with extra comfort. These beds are adjustable and can be done high and low as per the requirement. The material used to manufacture these beds is of high grade that are procured from reliable source. These are available in the following specifications:

- **Size:** L: 202 x W: 90 cms, Height adjustable from 55 to 75 cms.
- **Base and frame made of ERW Steel tubes mounted on four Castor of 12.5 cms dia.**
- **Four section steel sheet top uniformly perforated. Four separate screw levers for manovering backrest, knee rest, trendlenberg R-Trend and Hi-Low positions.**
- **Head and leg ends made of S.S. Tubular mounted on Laminated panels designed meticulously.**
- **Four rubber buffers provided to prevent damage to wall.**
- **Telescopic S.S. Saline rod with Hooks:**
- **Pre-treated and epoxy powder coated.**
- **Imported channel railing of full length.**
- **Imported antic static wheels with locking system.**

**Fowler Position Bed**

**Item Code:** SHF-010

We also offer a world class fowler position bed to our clients. These beds are known for their extra comfort. These are provided under the following specifications:

- **Size:** 198L x 90W x 60H cms
- **Frame work made of strong rectangular steel tubes**
- **Two section top of CRCA M.S Sheet uniformly Perforated**
- **Legs of ERW tubular pipes mounted on four heavy duty Nylon Shoes**
- **Two separate screw levers operated from foot end for manuevering backrest and Kneerest positions smoothly**
- **Head and leg bows of SS tubular pipes assembled to laminated panels or SS rectangular pipes.**
- **Four saline locations available**
- **Pre treated and Epoxy powder coated**
Attender Cot

Item Code: SHF-014

We offer high quality attender cot that are extensively used in hospitals and nursing homes. These are made of premium quality raw material with soft top to give comfort. These are available in the following features:

Specifications:

- Size: 180 L X 50 W X 60 H cms
- Frame Made of Strong L angle
- Head Bows of SS Tubular Pipe
- Mounted on Rubber shoes
- Epoxy Powder Coated
## Hospital Tables

### Labour Cot

**Item Code:** SHF-062

We offer a wide range of labor cot which are extensively used in hospitals and nursing homes. These are made of high quality material and widely known for their sturdy construction. We offer these labor tables in the following specification:

- Size: L 180 X W 70 X H 80 cms
- Trendlenburg, R - Trend back rest, and Hi – Low
- Lithotomy leg rests are cushioned apart from horizontal movements can be maneuvered angularly also
- With Drainage Tray
- Actuator System of Linak Denmark
- Sliding leg room with Radiolucent top for X-Ray of pelvis
- Totally made of 304 grade imported stainless steel
- Battery Backup is provided

### Minor Operation Table

**Item Code:** SHF-007

We offer a wide range of minor operation table which are known for their sturdy design and construction. These are known for their following features and specifications:

- Size: 180 x W: 55 cms . Height Adjustment from 62 to 87 cms
- Stainless Steel Top
- Base and Frame made of ERW Steel Tube
- Mounted on four Heavy Duty Rubber Shoes
- 3 Separate Screw Levers for Manoevering backrest, Trendlenberg R-Trend and Hi-Low Position
- Arm Rest & Leg rest are provided
- Manually Adjustable Knee rest Saline rod for 2 locations
- Pre-Treated and Epoxy powder coated
Opthalmic Table

Item Code: SHF-018

We also manufacture a wide range of opthalmic table which are known for the following features and specifications:

- With mattress and cushion head rest
- With saline stand
- Optional: fully powder coated

Labour Cot

Item Code: SHF-006

We offer high quality labor cot that are extensively used in maternity hospitals and nursing homes. These are made of premium quality raw material with soft top to give comfort. The labor cot is highly acknowledged for its improvised design. These are available in the following specifications:

- Trendlenberg – Reverse Trend
- BackRest
- Sliding Leg Portion
- Lithomy Pedal Rest
- With Drainage Stainless Steel
- Full Stainless Steel
- Dimension: 180 x W:70 x H: 80 cms
- Optional Stainless Steel Top
Bed Side Table

Item Code: SHF-026

The bed side table that we manufacture is widely popular for their durability and robust construction. The tables are available in different technical specifications such as:

- Table Base and frame work made of strong rectangular/square steel tubes mounted on 4 5 cms dia castors
- Laminated top in two section o Size: 82 cms long x 40 cms wide
- Height adjustable by means of a geared hand's conveniently located all the side
- Pre-treated and epoxy powder coated

Examination Couch

Item Code: SHF-008

We offer a wide assortment of examination couch to our clients which are known for their robust design and construction. These are provided under the following technical specifications:

Specifications :

- Size : L: 187 X W:56 X H:81 cms
- An Ideal Couch for examining with storage utility in minimum space
- Foam padded top in two sections for comfort of patient
- Cabinets with door for space utilization with three drawers on upper section
- Nicely finished and beautifully designed
- Pre-treated and epoxy powder coated
Hospital Couch

Item Code: SHF-063

We are one of the leading manufacturer and supplier of hospital couch are provided under the following technical specifications:

- Size: L 187 X W 56 X H 81 cms.
- An ideal couch for examining patient with storage facility in minimum space.
- Foam padded top in two sections for comfort of patient.
- Cabinets with door for space utilization with three drawers on upper section.
- Nicely finished and beautifully designed with lithotomy leg rest.
- Pre-treated and epoxy powder coated.
Hospital Trolleys

Instrument Trolley

Item Code: SHF-022

Our assortment of instrument trolleys of model no. JMW 022 are widely acknowledged in the hospital industry for their steady performance and durability. These instrument trolleys are available in various specifications such as:

- Size: 68L x 45 W x 80H cms with Railing
- Size: 68L x 45 W x 80H cms without Railing
- Size: 76L x 45W x 80H cms with Railing
- Size: 76L x 45W x 80H cms without Railing
- Size: 91L x 55W x 80H cms with Railing
- Size: 91L x 55W x 80H cms with Railing
- Frame work made of ERW tubular Pipes mounted on four 7.5 cms Dia. Castors
- Two Fixed Stainless Steel Shelves of Heavy Gauged
- Pre Treated and Epoxy Powder Coated

Transfer Trolley

Item Code: SHF-031

The transfer trolleys that we offer are used to move goods from one place to another and are appreciated for their smooth functioning. These are manufactured using top grade stainless steel, mild steel and other material sourced for trusted vendors. These are available in the following specifications:

- Size: 180L x 52 W x 80H cms
- Auto Locking System
- Dimensions
- 6” Swivel castor
- Epoxy Powder Coated
Ambulance Stretcher Trolley for Tempo Traveller

Item Code: SHF-052

The ambulance stretcher trolleys that we manufacture are used to move the stretcher that comes with the ambulance. These help in moving the patients quickly to the respective department. The trolleys are made of superior raw material and available in the following specifications:

• Size: 495L x 50W x 92H cms
• SS Side Rails
• Folding Adjustment
• SS Saline Rod
• Epoxy Powder coated

Stretcher Trolley - Deluxe

Item Code: SHF-051

The stretcher trolleys that we manufacture are also available in deluxe range, which have gained appreciation in the market for their sturdy construction and durability. We also offer customization with our range of products as specified by the clients. The products are available in the following specifications:

• Size: 210L x 56W x 82H cms
• Frame work made of ERW tubular pipe of 31 mm. dia mounted on four 15 cms Dia. castors
• Removable Stretcher top made of CRCA sheet pressed on tubular frame
• SS Side Rails
• Detachable Top SS / Powder coated
• I.V. Rod and Cylinder Provision
• Epoxy Powder Coated
Emergency & Recovery Trolley

Item Code: SHF-061

The emergency and recovery trolleys that we manufacture are fabricated using high grade stainless steel and mild steel. We also customize our range of trolleys that as per the specifications set by the customers. WE offer the emergency & recovery trolley in various specifications, such as:

- Size: Length: 210 x 68 cms. Height adjustable from 65 to 85 cms by screw lever handle
- Frame made of ERW rectangular pipes mounted on heavy duty castors of 15 cms dia
- Screw lever mechanism for trendlenberg and R - trend with Hi-LOW positions
- Flat top made of CRCA sheet with backrest adjustable on ratchet
- Telescopic saline stand with S.S. drip rod
- Swing way / Sliding type protective railings
- Built - in oxygen cylinder trolley
- Pre - treated any epoxy powder coated
- Imported antic Static wheels with locking systems

Laparoscopic Monitor Trolley

Item Code: SHF-064

We manufacture an assortment of laparoscopic trolleys that are widely used in hospitals all over the country and abroad. These are made using high grade raw material procured from reliable vendors. The products are available in the following specifications:

- Size: L75XW72XH150cms
- Each laminated shelves individually wired with separate switch
- Mounted on imported heavy duty castors
- A drawer is provided for additional utility
- Salzer Switches imported from Germany are used.
Linen Trolley

Item Code: SHF-044

We are one of the leading manufacturer of linen trolley which are used in clinics and nursing homes. These linen trolley are manufactured using stainless steel and are used to store plastic buckets. These trolley consists of castor wheel of 10cm. These trolley can also be powder coated as per the requirements of the clients.

Theater Drug Trolley

Item Code: SHF-039

We manufacture and supply a wide spectrum of theater drug trolleys that are fabricated using premium quality raw material that further enhance the durability of the trolleys. The entire range is available in the following specifications:

- Size :60W x 35B x 135H cms
- SS Shelves 2 Nos
- Laminated Shelves 2 Nos
- PVC Bins 3 Nos
- 5” Swive; Castors with two Rakes
- Epoxy Powder Coated
Crash Cart Trolley

Item Code: SHF-041

We are one of the top notch manufacturers and suppliers of optimum quality crash cart trolleys. If required we also tailor-made our products as per the requirements set by the clients'. The trolleys are available in the following specifications:

- Size: 95L x 50W x 155H cms
- ERW Stwd tubular frame work mounted on four castors of 12.5 cms dia. (Two with Brakes)
- Cart Fitted with two set light Weights cabinets each with three/four drawers
- Upper Platform fitted with medicine containers
- Pre-Treated and epoxy powder coated finish

Instrument Trolley

Item Code: SHF-043

Our assortment of instrument trolleys of model no. JMW 022 are widely acknowledged in the hospital industry for their steady performance and durability. These instrument trolleys are available in various specifications such as:

- Overall Approx. size
- 115 L X 50 W X 90 H cms
- Castor wheel of 10 cm
- Full Stainless Steel
- With SS Top Powder Coated Legs
Soiled Linen Trolley

**Item Code:** SHF-045

We are one of the leading manufacturer and exporter of soiled linen trolley which are provided under the following technical specifications:

**Specifications:** [Powder Coated /Stainless Steel]

- Size : 51 cms, dia . X 91 cms. H.
- ERW Steel Tubular frame work mounted on three 7.5 cms dia Castors
- Supplied with removable Imported Rexine

Towel Stand

**Item Code:** SHF-042

We offer a wide range of towel stand which are known for their robust structure and space conservation. These are provided under the following technical specifications:

- Multiple Hooks to Hang Towel
- A Tray to Collect Waste
- Mounted on 4 “ Swivel Castor's
- Completely made of Stainless Steel
Hospital Lockers

Bed Side Locker

Item Code: SHF-067

Our deluxe range of bed side lockers of model no. JMW 020 are made of qualitative raw material procured from reliable vendors. We also offer customization with our range as design as per the specification detailed by the clients. The bed side locker deluxe is available in the following specifications:

Technical Specifications:

• Size: 40L X 40W X 82 H cms
• Complete Locker box made of CRDA machine pressed sheet closed from three sides and a drawer for extra storage.
• Plywood Top
• Mounted on Four 5cms. Dia Castors
• Pre-treated and epoxy powder coated.
• Drawer and cup board fitted with magnetic lock.
Wheel Chairs

Hospital Wheel Chairs

Item Code: SHF-057

We offer a wide assortment of stainless steel wheel chairs that are extensively used in various hospitals and clinics all over the country and abroad. The chairs are appreciated for their smooth operation and durability. Our entire range of wheel chairs is available in the following specifications:

- Removal Arms
- Adjustable Leg rest
- Adjustable Head Rest
- Adjustable backrest
- Complete Stainles Steel

Stainless Steel Wheel Chairs

Item Code: SHF-055

We offer a wide assortment of stainless steel wheel chairs that are extensively used in various hospitals and clinics all over the country and abroad. The chairs are appreciated for their smooth operation and durability. Our entire range of wheel chairs is available in the following specifications:

- Complete Stainless Steel
- 8 " Swivel Castors
- Optional
- Epoxy Powder Coated
Hospital Stools

Pneumatic Hospital Stools

Item Code: SHF-030

The pneumatic hospital stools that we offer are known for their excellent reliability and durability. The entire range is manufactured using high grade raw material procured verified source. These are available in the following technical specification:

- Frame work made of ERW steel tubes of 25mm dia mounted in rubber shoes
- 35 cms dia upholstery top fitted with strong and accurate machine screw
- Tubular pipe fitted with the legs for foot rest
- Adjustable Height with Back Rest with cushion
- 3” swivel Castor

Reception Chair 2 Seater

Item Code: SHF-049

We offer 2 seater reception chairs that are placed in the reception where the visitors can sit comfortably. These are fabricated using premium grade raw material procured for trustworthy vendors. The chairs are available in the following specifications:

- Made up of Mild Steel
- Epoxy Powder Coated
- Leg Pipe: MS Pipe with 50 mm dia with 1.5mm thickness
- Center pipe: 41” length with 32x6 mm with 4 patta
- With 6 Dummies
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